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Abstract—Cloud service provisioning on top of virtual infrastructures is of major importance in modern ICT, since it
is directly correlated to the way business models are designed
and revenue is generated from the cloud service providers. In
this work we examine an end-to-end content replication problem
over cloud-based multi-technology infrastructures. We extend the
classical model where every network node is a potential replica
carrier and the link weights represent hops/delay and we examine
replication schemes for content that a) is requested by customers
belonging in different virtual networks and b) depending on the
requester there is different impact on the system operational cost.
We examine both centralized and distributed content replication
management policies and we evaluate their performance through
extended simulations, by means of total cost, the number of object
replacements and the number of iterations required.
Keywords—Wireless Network Virtualization, Cloud Computing,
Content Replication.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

While Software Defined Networks (SDN) design will be in
a constant state of mutation the following years, a multifaceted
impact in the way that mobile virtual networks are actually
build and operate and the way cloud services are provided is
expected. We focus our research in end-to-end virtual environments with the following interconnected segments: virtual
wireless access networks; virtual optical networks that provide
the connectivity required between the wireless domain and the
IT resources; and the virtualized back-end datacenter infrastructure. We examine how converged virtual infrastructures,
can be used to offer cloud based replication services (CDNlike) and how known replication policies can be exploited
by both the physical infrastructure provider and the virtual
network operators. Recent works, e.g. [1] and [2], show that
a closer collaboration between CDN providers and ISPs will
have a proliferative positive effect on the systems operation
and end-user performance. Both can jointly take advantage of
the already deployed distributed multi-domain infrastructures
and also benefit from the advancements in virtualization technology.
In the model that we consider, every domain of the end-toend path (wireless, optical, datacenter) is virtualized by means
of resource virtualization/isolation and in addition is able to
host replication facilities, enabling this way replication actions.
The replication facilities are accessed by users which belong
in virtual networks that use different virtual communication
paths with different capacity/cost/network characteristics. We
nurture the concept of different costs per object request per

virtual operators and per domain. Our objective is to minimize
the end-to-end operation cost of the system by exploiting the
caching capabilities of the intermediate domains between the
users and the datacenter. Our contributions are the following:
we formulate an end-to-end replication service provisioning
problem over multi-technology virtual infrastructures. We depart form the classical model where every node is a potential
replica carrier and the link weights represent hops/delay and
we examine replication schemes where the virtual network
membership of the requester has impact on the operational cost
of the system. We examine both centralized and distributed
replication management policies and we evaluate their performance based on extensive simulations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section
II we present the motivation for this work, related work and
the system model, whereas in Section III we formally state
the problem under consideration and present the replication
management policies used. In Section IV we evaluate through
simulations the proposed policies, while we conclude the paper
in Section V.
II.

M OTIVATION , R ELATED W ORK & S YSTEM M ODEL

In an end-to-end virtual environment different virtual networks share the physical resources of different technology
domains [3]-[4]. A recent attempt to face the technical limitations of building a framework that will allow multi-technology
virtual infrastructures is made by the CONTENT project [5].
The CONTENT project aims to deliver a hybrid solution based
on WiFi and LTE access networks and a backhaul WDM
metro network that spans until the virtualized datacenter, while
the concept of physical resources virtualization is adopted
across all the domains to support the IaaS (Infrastructure as a
Service) paradigm. In optical networks resource virtualization
and slicing can be achieved with WDM [6], or TDMA based
Optical sub-lambda [7] techniques. In the wireless domain, the
problem of 802.11 access points virtualization is examined
in [8] and LTE/WiMax Base Station virtualization work is
presented in [9]. With multi-domain virtualization [3], the
successful Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) model
can be extended to a Mobile-Optical Virtual Network Operator
(MOVNO) model, where virtual communication paths span
both the wireless and optical domains to the IT resources.
In this paper we adopt the MOVNO model, in a setting
where we assume that the platform is able to build services
and offer content replication functionality. As shown in Figure
1, all the different domains are cache-enabled and are able
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Fig. 1: System model
to perform replication actions. In the MOVNO model that we
consider, there is one physical infrastructure provider (PIP) per
segment and a single content replication provider (CDN-like),
while the physical resources are shared between a number of
virtual networks that span end-to-end. The main motivation
and questioning behind this work is the following: if all the
various segments/domains of an end-to-end architecture are
able to perform replication actions and all the mobile endusers request objects from a common pool, but users belong
to different virtual networks (VNets) that have different SLAs
with the physical infrastructure provider, which is the best
replication policy so that the PIP operation cost is minimized?
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) have been the prevalent method for the efficient delivery of content across the Internet. In order to meet the growing demand for content, CDN
providers deploy massively distributed storage infrastructures
that host content copies of contracting content providers and
maintain business relationships with ISPs. Surrogate servers
are strategically placed and connected to ISP network edges
[10] so that content can be closer to clients; in [11], the
authors highlight that CDN providers and ISPs can indirectly
influence each other by performing server selection and traffic
engineering operations respectively; and in [12], the authors
propose a framework to support joint decisions between a CDN
and an ISP with respect to the server selection process. A fullblown ISP-supported CDN service has been proposed in [1]
and [13], whereby content is stored and served from within
ISP domains.
Current content delivery services operated by large CDN
providers (e.g. Akamai and Limelight) can exert enormous
strain on ISP networks. This is mainly attributed to the fact
that CDN providers control both the placement of content
in surrogate servers spanning different geographic locations,
as well as the decision on where to serve client requests
from (i.e. server selection). These decisions are currently taken
without knowledge of the precise network topology and state.
Content replication across different network locations and an
autonomic cache management framework for future Internet
was presented in [14]-[15]. In this work, among others, we
also extend the model and algorithms developed in [15] over
multi-domain networks. Although research CDNs, such as
Coral [16], have proposed distributed management approaches
[17], commercial CDN providers have been traditionally using
centralized models for managing the placement of content in

distributed surrogate servers.
A. System Model
We consider a set of virtual networks V that span
an end-to-end architecture of wireless-optical-datacenter
domains. Throughout the paper we will use the calligraphic
letters to denote sets and the corresponding capitals for
cardinality; for example |V| = V . Also, we denote with
M the set of M objects and with si the size (in bits)
of object i. We assume that all objects are stored in the
datacenter and partially in the optical and the wireless
domain replication facilities. For simplicity we assume that
the whole architecture is owned by one PIP and let k be
an index indicating a domain, where k ∈ K and K =
{k : k = 1(wireless), k = 2(optical), k = 3(datacenter)}.
Also, let S k note the available storage capacity in the k
domain, where we assume that the storage capacity of the
3
datacenter
PM(S ) is sufficient enough to hold all the objects
3
(S =
i=1 si ). We also use additional notations noted in
Table I. The main assumption of the system model, is that
the operational cost for retrieving an object i depends not
only on the domain that the object will be found, but also
on the virtual network from which the request was made.
This assumption is highly reasonable in today’s virtualized
networks, since the network and infrastructure providers
usually sign for different SLAs and contracts with the Virtual
Network Providers and Virtual Network Operators. Under the
MOVNO concept, potential cloud-based replication (CDNlike) services that enable this cost differentiation, could offer
different incentives to the various Virtual Network Providers
and Network Operators.
We note as pki the probability that the object i is available
in domain k, where pki ∈ {0, 1}. We also assume that p3i = 1,
∀i ∈ M, meaning that every object is always available in the
datacenter. We also note as rij the total number of requests
per second for object i made by the clients belonging to
VNet j, j ∈ V. The rij is an estimation of the actual request
pattern based on observed, historical data (within a given time
window) and this estimation is used as a forecast for the future
behavior of the users belonging at a VNet. Instead of using user
specific request rate per object, we use this term for notation
simplicity to expresses directly the entire request flow per
virtual network. We also assume that objects can be of different
size, while we assume zero delays between objects migration

cache assignment for the delivery of the requested objects from
the closest domain that are cached, to the users of each virtual
network. Our objective in this work is to minimize the total
operation cost of the system (Eq. 3) under the constraint of
Eq. 4. However, finding the optimal assignment of the objects
in the caches that are available in every domain, even for a
static environment, is mapped to the Generalized Assignment
Problem. This problem even in its simplest form is equivalent
to the NP-complete multiple knapsack problem [18]. In the
next section we describe two heuristic cache management
policies, one off-line centralized and one on-line distributed for
the assignment of the objects in the storages of the domains.

TABLE I: Notations
Symbol

Meaning

dji

the operational cost (per bit) for retrieving
object i by a user belonging to VNet j.
the operational cost (per bit) for retrieving
object i from domain k by a user belonging to VNet j.
the size of object i (in bits).
the accumulated number of requests/sec for
object i by users belonging to VNet j.
the probability that object i is stored
in domain k, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
the number of virtual networks.
the number of objects.
the available storage capacity in
domain k (in bits), k ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

cjk
i
si
rij
pk
i
V
M
Sk

B. Cache Management Policies

to a different domain. We note that the analysis of the actual
replication operation is not technology agnostic and is very
difficult to model. In principle, we consider that the necessary
virtualized infrastructure, that a CONTENT architecture for
example can provide, offers the capability to deploy cloud
based replication services.
III.

P ROBLEM S TATEMENT AND P ROPOSED P OLICIES

A. Problem Statement
Access requests trigger the transfer of the requested object
from a domain hosting the object to the user where the request
was generated. A request by a user belonging to VNet j for
an object i cached at domain k has an operation cost:
dji

= si ·

K
X

Pik

·

·

k
X

!
cjm
i

(1)

m=1

k=1

where

pki


1
if k = 1,


k−1
k
Y
Pi =

(1 − pm

i ) otherwise.

(2)

m=1

If we assume a centralized control mechanism where the
controller knows all the cached/replica information in all the
domains of the architecture, the objective of the controller
would be to find the replication configuration that minimizes
the total operation cost D:
M X
V
X

rij · dji

(3)

pki · si ≤ S k , k = 1, 2, 3

(4)

minimize D =

We describe two heuristic cache management policies for
the assignment of the objects in the available storage of each
domain. The first policy is off-line and centralized (greedy),
whereas the second policy is distributed and on-line (holistic).
1) The greedy approach: Authors in [18] and [19] developed several placement algorithms that use workload information, such as distance from the storage points and request
rates, to make the placement decision. Their main conclusion
is that the so called “greedy” algorithm that places replicas
based upon both a cost metric and request load, performs the
best and is very close to the optimal solution.
Here, we briefly present the greedy algorithm. In each
round the greedy algorithm chooses one object to replicate in
one of the two intermediate domains (wireless and optical).
In the first round, it examines each of the M objects and
determines if it must be replicated at each domain. In order
to take this decision, it computes the cost gain associated with
each object i and selects the one that minimizes the relative
total cost. The cost gain of object i depends on the request
pattern of each VNet j, the relative probability of finding the
object in some domain and the placement cost in that domain.
In the second round, the algorithm searches for the second
object to replicate which, in conjunction with the stored one,
yields the highest cost gain. The greedy algorithm iterates until
the available storage capacity of the intermediate domains is
full. The greedy algorithm,
P2is an iterative off-line centralized
algorithm which requires k=1 S k iterations (assuming equal
size of each object si = s = 1, ∀i ∈ M). It gives solutions of
high quality, since its median performance is within a factor
of 1.1 - 1.5 of the optimal and around a factor of 4 for the
maximum cases.

(5)

2) The holistic approach: The second algorithm (holistic)
is a distributed on-line algorithm and we assume that each
intermediate domain has a cache manager, which may update
the content of its corresponding cache, by fetching new objects
from the datacenter and replacing existing ones upon the
detection of a change in the request pattern. We call this
process object replacement. A special case of the holistic
algorithm, where each object is of unit size was presented in
[15], whereas here we present the general case.

The inequality constraints in Eq. 4, state that the objects
that can be stored in each domain cannot exceed the size
of the available storage that resides in this domain. Eq. 3
describes the total average operation cost based on a given

Given an initial storage configuration of the intermediate
domains, the managers, independently and asynchronously, update the contents of their storages towards the global objective.
At each iteration a given domain in the holistic approach, say
k ∈ {1, 2}, executes the following steps:

i=1 j=1

subject to
M
X
i=1

where
pki =



1
∈ {0, 1}

if k = 3,
otherwise.

S1:

For each object i, stored in domain k, compute the
overall cost increase, li = Di − D ≥ 0, if object i
is removed from domain k, leading hence to a new
storage configuration. In this case all the requests for
object i will be served by another domain.

S2:

For each object i not stored in domain k, compute the
overall cost decrease gi = D − Di ≥ 0 achieved if
object i is inserted at the storage of domain i, leading
hence to a new configuration. In this case a certain
amount of requests for object i will be served by
domain k, as the closest domain.

S3:

Consider as candidate for insertion, the object of
maximum cost decrease; say g ∗ = max(g) = ga .

S4:

Consider as candidates for replacement the object of
minimum cost increase. Starting from the minimum
one (say l∗ = min(l) = lb ), and in ascending order
consider that many objects that their total size is
greater or equal to sa (say b and c cause the minimum
cost increase sa ≤ sb + sc ).

S5:

If the cost decrease of storing the new object is greater
than the cost increase of removing the selected objects,
perform the replacement, (i.e. replace b, c with a).

S6:

If the replacement leaves some P
free space (ek ) in the
M
k
k
storage of domain k (e = S − i=1 pki ·si ) compute,
for each object i not stored in domain k of size si ≤
ek , the cost decrease gi . Store the fitting object of
maximum cost decrease. Repeat until no other object
could be stored, due to insufficient free space.

S7:

Repeat steps 1-6 until no further replacements are
beneficial for the system.

In the holistic algorithm only one domain at each iteration
(wireless or optical) performs object replacements until a
stationary point is reached, where no more beneficial replacements are possible.
IV.

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

corresponds to equally popular objects. Several measurement
based studies [21], shown that the web traffic Zpop value is in
the range of 0.64−0.84, but there are other types of traffic (e.g.
P2P or video) that follow different Zipf popularity patterns.
Since in this work we do not assume a specific application we
used a broader range of values for the Zpop value to include
a broader set of possible applications. Finally, we assume that
in each VNet a total of 50 requests per second is generated.
Thus, the request rate of each object at each VNet varies from
0 - 50 requests/sec according to its popularity.
Another factor that we also investigate and is part of
our simulation modeling is the so called locality of interest
factor. The reason is that the locality of similar requests has
a significant impact on performance (e.g the efficiency of
multicast schemes [22]). This factor quantifies the phenomenon
where the popularity of each object may differ from area
to area. In our experiments, the workload is tuned from a
localized request model, i.e. similar requests originating from
the same region, up to a uniform model, and we assume that
the VNets are partitioned in |Z| neighborhoods. Within each
neighborhood the popularity of each object i is constant. We
assume that the size of each neighborhood v follows a Zipf
distribution Zloc of exponent λv , where v = 1, . . . , |Z| and the
popularity of objects is given by the corresponding popularity
exponent Zpop .
In particular, the first partition v = 1 consists of bλ1 · V c
VNets, where the popularity of each object follows a Zipf law
of popularity exponent −1. This set of VNets is computed by
choosing randomly bλϑ · V c VNets, as long as a VNet has
not been already assigned to another neighborhood. Note that
Zloc = 0 means that the objects are of uniform locality and
V
hence the |Z| neighborhoods are of equal size ( |Z|
VNets
each). The assumption that locality follows a Zipf distribution
is inline with existing literature (e.g. [22]). We are looking
for each cache management algorithm a) the Total Cost at
the stationary point and b) The percentage difference of the
two cache management policies regarding: the total cost, the
number of iterations,the number of object replacements. In all
cases the percentage under investigation is calculated by the
metric (greedy)-metric (holistic)
.
fraction
metric (greedy)

In this section, we evaluate through simulations the performance of the two cache management algorithms. We consider
a scenario of M = |M| = 103 different objects, where
the request rate for each object at each virtual network
is determined by its popularity. Here we approximate the
popularity of the objects by a Zipf law of exponents Zpop .
Literature provides ample evidence that the file popularity in
the Internet follows such a distribution [21]. We denote by
ϑi = {ϑji : i ∈ M, j ∈ V} the popularity of each object i at
VNet j.

The number of iterations is indicative of the difference of
the two algorithms regarding their running time. Regarding
the holistic algorithm, the number of object replacements is
the number of object fetches (from the datacenter) that have
to be performed once the algorithm has converged, i.e. how
many items have to be replaced in the cache compared to the
initial cache assignment, whereas the greedy algorithm always
start from an empty cache and has to fetch every item from
the datacenter.

In particular, we consider nine typical values for Zpop
(popularity exponents of the Zipf distribution) ranging from
−1 to 1, i.e. Zpop ∈ Z = {−1, −0.8, −0.6, −0.3, 0, 0.3,
0.6, 0.8, 1}). A Zipf distribution of negative exponent (e.g.
Zpop = −1) means that out of the M objects the most popular
object is the M -th, the second most popular is the (M − 1)-th
and so on, with the first object being the least popular. On
the other hand, a Zipf distribution of positive exponent (e.g.
Zpop = 1) means that the first object is the most popular
and the M -th is the least popular. A zero value of Zpop = 0

We assume that each domain (wireless, optical and datacenter) has the same operational cost for each object i
j
requested by users belonging to the same VNet j (cjk
i = ci ,
∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3}). This cost ranges from 0.1 − 5 cost units.
Definitely, the M = 103 objects assumed in this work are not
representative for the current Internet, where a content catalog
consists of billions or trillions of objects, but this number
and the used Zipf popularity is sufficient to quantitatively
compare the caching algorithms without overburdening the
simulator. Finally, without loss of generality we also assume
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that the two intermediate domains (wireless and optical) have
the same caching capacity (S k = S, ∀k ∈ {1, 2}), whereas the
datacenter has adequate capacity to hold every object. Since
the actual performance of the holistic algorithm depends on
the initial cache assignment, the depicted values are averages
out of 250 executions, where we start from a random initial
cache assignment at each instance.
Figure 2 depicts the impact of the number of VNets V
in the system. We notice that the Total Cost metric increases
linearly with the number of VNets, along with the increase
of generated traffic in the system. This means that the two
cache management algorithms are not affected by the number
of the VNets in the system. Moreover, the distributed holistic
algorithm performs less than 1.5% worse than the centralized
greedy algorithm, but requires almost 32% less iterations and
35% less object fetches from the datacenter. This implies
that the holistic algorithm performs almost identically to the
greedy one, but converges faster and produces less overhead
cost/traffic (object fetches from the datacenter) from the centralized greedy approach.
Figure 3 depicts the impact of the cache capacity, expressed
as the fraction of the objects that can be stored at each one
of the two intermediate domains (wireless and optical), on
the performance of the two caching algorithms. Regarding
the Total Cost metric we observe that the two algorithms
perform almost identically, but we observe a linear increase
regarding their difference in the number of iterations and object
fetches. As we relax the storage capacity constraint and allow

more objects to fit in the cache of each domain, the holistic
algorithm only needs to make small adjustments in the caches
to minimize the cost, whereas the greedy algorithm every time
starts with an empty cache and its complexity is strongly
coupled with the size of the caches. In more details, in the
holistic algorithm the number of object replacements/fetches
decreases almost linearly as the capacity of the caches increase,
since the availability of more cache slots enables more objects
to be stored and hence less replacements are required to reach
the selected assignment.
In Figure 4 we investigate the adaptability of the two
algorithms as the popularity of the demand patterns change.
Particularly, we initially assume that the popularities assigned
to the VNets, using a given locality, are given by the vector Z = (−1, −0.8, −0.6, −0.3, 0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.8, 1) and at
each different experiment this vector changes by a given
factor. This factor ranges from 10% to 200%. A change
of 10% means that the new vector of popularities is Z =
(−0.9, −0.72, −0.54, 0.27, 0, 0.27, 0.54, 0.72, 0.9), whereas a
change of 100% transforms the vector of popularities to
Z = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and a change of 200% inverts the
vector Z = (1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.3, 0, −0.3, −0.6, −0.8, −1). As with
the previous figures we observe that the holistic algorithm
performs almost identical to the greedy, but requires less
iterations and object fetches. Note that Figure 4 may also serve
as a benchmark for the manager of the system in his decision
to reassign or not the cached objects upon the detection of
a change in the popularity pattern. Particularly, the difference
between the network traffic cost of the initial cache assignment
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Fig. 4: The performance of the cache management algorithms vs. the popularity exponent Zpop
and the traffic cost after the completion of the algorithms
combined with the communication and computational complexity enables the managers to perform or skip the cache
reassignment.

[5]
[6]

[7]

V.

C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Cloud services related to content distribution are in the core
of today’s research, due to the explosion of the mobile usage
of Internet and multimedia services. Although it is well known
that cloud computing technologies will play a significant role
in content delivery, it is less understood how cloud service
provisioning will evolve on a global scale in the near future.
In this work we get into the insights of content replication
strategies and capture the effects of using them in an converged
wireless-optical-datacenter virtual environment. Particularly,
we compared two different cache management algorithms
with regards to their performance, complexity and convergence time. Our numerical results provide evidence that well
known distributed approaches give significant performance
benefits and reduce the time to convergence when compared
to centralized off-line policies. Our imminent future plans is
to implement the proposed end-to-end cloud based content
replication framework over the facilities (wireless, optical) of
the CONTENT project, as well as to investigate new cache
management algorithms that will also take into consideration
topological constraints of the intermediate domains.
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